Consequentialism and the
Agent’s Point of View
Abstract: I propose and defend a novel view called ‘de se consequentialism’, which is noteworthy for
two reasons. First, it demonstrates — contra Doug Portmore, Mark Schroeder, Campbell Brown, and
Michael Smith, among others — that agent-neutral consequentialism is consistent with agentcentered constraints. Second, it clari es the nature of agent-centered constraints, thereby meriting
attention from even dedicated non-consequentialists. Scrutiny reveals that moral theories in general,
whether consequentialist or not, incorporate constraints by assessing states in a rst-personal guise.
Consequently, de se consequentialism enacts constraints through the very same feature that nonconsequentialist theories do.

1. Introduction
Budding philosophers learn early that act consequentialism (hereafter, just consequentialism) has
some surprising implications. For example, its de ning claim that, roughly, you may always do
whatever has the best outcome appears to permit killing an innocent person to save others. However,
‘New School’ consequentialists argue that surprising implications like these follow only from
optional interpretations of the basic consequentialist framework. According to them,
consequentialism can mimic, for example, a so-called ‘agent-centered’ constraint that forbids a killing
no matter its outcome, forbidding killing someone even to prevent another from killing that very
same person and several more. If New Schoolers are right, very little about consequentialism’s
reliance on good shapes theorizing since it is consistent with agent-centered constraints on acts. If
that’s so, then we might understand all of morality through an evaluative lens.1
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seems, can we reconcile consequentialism and constraints. In particular, New Schoolers assume that,
“in order to [mimic constraints], [they] must deny that agents ought always to produce the most
good and accept instead that each agent ought always to produce the most of what is good-relativeto-her”.2

is assumption is costly. Critics allege that consequentialism’s compelling claim that you

may always produce the best outcome cannot mean anything like ‘best-outcome-relative-to-you’ since
the latter is agent-relative but the former is not — it is ‘agent-neutral’. Critics insist that New School
consequentialism is, therefore, not recognizably consequentialist.
As I argue below, the New Schoolers’ assumption is false. Agent-neutral consequentialism
and constraints are consistent. Standard-issue subjective consequentialism, which holds, roughly, that
an agent must do what will have the best expected outcome, is consistent with constraints. Expected
outcomes reconcile consequentialism and constraints because they are individuated by the agent’s
expectations or, more broadly, by her ‘point of view’.

ey are thus already agent-relative, in a sense

explained below. As a result, mimicking constraints does not require both agent-relative conceptions
of the good and expected outcomes. Expected outcomes alone su ce.
is paper has two main aims.

e rst is to show that agent-neutral consequentialism is

compatible with constraints. It turns out that the best way to achieve this aim is to hold that two
outcomes that represent the same event can di er in value. In particular, consequentialists who wish
to mimic a constraint on killing should hold that, roughly, presenting a killing in the de se or rstpersonal mode makes it worse.3

e second aim is to show that this position is coherent.

Pursuing these aims reveals a view that merits attention from even dedicated nonconsequentialists for two reasons. First, it illuminates how constraints are enacted in a moral theory
more generally. Second it shows how some normative concepts, like good, are more plastic than is
often assumed. As a result, the common method of dividing ethical theories by their privileged
normative concept — that is, by whether they understand rightness through rules, reasons,
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But the New School view has a catch. Only if we understand value in a particular way, it

fault line lies between theories that take the ‘point of view of the universe’ and those that take the
agent’s point of view.

2.

e Standard Recipe

Consequentialists characteristically claim that, roughly, you may always do what produces the best
outcome. No action is forbidden independently of its consequences.

is claim con icts with the

idea that some actions, like killing, are intrinsically forbidden. I’ll call a rule that forbids you from
acting some way regardless of the consequences a constraint.4
To illustrate, suppose that a constraint on killing exists and that, as a result, you are never
permitted to kill, even in cases like the following:5

Ma a:

e Ma a are certain to kill ve innocent strangers unless you kill a sixth, which is

certain to stop the Ma a from killing the ve.

e constraint implies that you may not kill even as the only means to prevent more killing.
Consequentialism, by contrast, appears to permit you to kill the sixth if doing so produces a better
outcome. Many nd this permission heinous. As a result, consequentialists have reason to look for
interpretations of their view that forbid agents from killing in cases like Ma a. New Schoolers allege
that a ‘standard recipe’ o ers just this. It has two ingredients: a ‘broadened’ conception of outcomes
and an ‘agent-relative’ notion of value.
Consequentialists often hold that an act’s outcome is the bounded sum of its downstream
e ects.6 New Schoolers, in contrast, conceive of outcomes more broadly. ‘Broad outcomes’ include
not only the act’s downstream e ects but also the act itself. For example, when I kill, the broad
outcome involves not only the fact that someone has died but also the fact that I’ve killed them.7
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rationality, value, etc. — does not carve at the deepest joint in ethics. Rather, a more fundamental

consequentialists wish to forbid killing innocents, they must assume that it always produces the
worst outcome.8 However, Schroeder (2006) describes a case where this assume produces a
contradiction.9 Suppose that each of Hans, Franz, and Jens must choose whether to kill in order to
prevent the other two from killing. I’ll represent the outcome where Hans kills as ‘H’, and similarly
for F and J. If killing is forbidden, then for any X and Y ! {H, J, F} such that X≠Y, X>X&Y, where
‘>’ expresses agent-neutral ‘is better than’ and ‘X&Y’ names the outcome where X and Y kill.10 To
mimic a constraint on killing, consequentialists must claim that, from Hans’s perspective, J&F>H.
at’s because, according to them, Hans ought not kill only if the outcome of his killing is worse
than the outcome of both Jens and Franz killing. But the parallel fact from Jens’s perspective,
H&F>J, proves a contradiction.11
erefore, it seems that unless consequentialists also employ ‘agent-relative’ value, where an
outcome has a value only relative to an agent, their view is inconsistent under plausible assumptions.
I’ll represent the asymmetric, transitive, irre exive agent-relative better-than relation using ‘>X’. For
example, rather than claiming that Hans’s perspective implies that J&F>H and that Jens’s perspective
implies H&F>J, New Schoolers instead claim that the agents’ di ering perspectives imply di erent
but consistent rankings: J&F>HH and H&F>JJ.
A central challenge for New Schoolers is interpreting the concept expressed by ‘>X’. It can be
taken to mean better-for-X, such that ‘J&F>HH’ means that outcomes where Jens and Franz each kill
someone are better for Hans than ones where Hans kills someone.

e notion of something being

better for someone than an alternative is simple and familiar. Eating two bowls of ice cream is better
for me than eating three. However, a moral theory that requires each to promote what’s good for
them seems like a kind of teleological egoism, not consequentialism.12 As Schroeder claims, “ethical
egoists do not believe that it is always permissible for you to bring about the most good.

ey believe

that it is always permissible for you to bring about the most of what is good for you. But since good
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Broadened outcomes do not, by themselves, reconcile consequentialism and constraints. If

and good for express di erent concepts, the idea that egoists nd compelling turns out not to be at all
the same idea that consequentialists nd [c]ompelling.”13 Using better-for-X appears to forbid New
Schoolers from drawing on intuitive support for consequentialism.
New Schoolers can instead claim that ‘>X’ expresses a di erent concept, better-relative-to-X.14
However, critics argue that agents lack a pre-theoretic grasp of better-relative-to-X, so that talk of
better-relative-to-X makes as little sense as talking about orange-relative-to-X.15 Or it can be
interpreted in terms of what one should prefer, such that A >X B just when and because the reasons
for X to desire that A are stronger than the reasons for X to desire that B.16 But it’s unclear whether I
always have most reason to prefer what’s best.17
Perhaps independent reasons favour embracing one of these broadly agent-relative
conceptions of value. I don’t know. My thesis is simply that consequentialists don’t need one to
mimic constraints. So I’ll bracket discussion of agent-relative value for the remainder to focus on a
novel, alternative approach.

3. De Se Consequentialism
3.1 Presentational Di erences Can Be Moral Di erences
Objective consequentialists characteristically evaluate, roughly, an action’s future e ects.18 Whether
you should press the button depends only on what happens once you do.

is view has

counterintuitive implications. Even if all of your evidence indicates that pressing the button will
result in an otherwise avoidable ery catastrophe and even if there is simply no reason to suspect that
your pressing the button has any moral upside, you should still press the button if doing so provides
the best possible outcome.

is implication results from evaluating only the actual e ects of an

agent’s action, which obscures the potentially morally signi cant e ects of how the action appears
from the agent’s point of view, such as whether it is risky or reckless.
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To take account of risk, other forms of consequentialism attend to an act’s intended or
foreseen consequences, rather than to its actual consequences; these forms of consequentialism take
the agent’s point of view. Very roughly, what matters for some subjective consequentialists are an
action’s expected e ects not its actual e ects. Crucially, this shifts from thinking of outcomes
extensionally, as actual future states, to thinking of them from the agent’s point of view, as objects of
attitudes like expectation, belief, credence, anticipation, etc. As others note, particularly Ana
Mahtani, this grants subjective consequentialism unexpected nuance.19
To illustrate:
Lois Lane. Lois Lane has just learned the bad news: aliens are about to destroy the world.
Worse still, her cell phone has enough battery to make only one call. She can either call her
friend Clark Kent to come save the day or she can call her friend Superman. She knows
Clark Kent as the nerdy guy in the o ce. She knows Superman as someone who’s faster than
a speeding bullet, more powerful than a locomotive, and able to leap tall buildings in a single
bound. Unbeknownst to Lois, Clark Kent is numerically identical to Superman.
By adding some numerical values to this scenario representing Lois’s evaluations and expectations,
the table below describes the features of Lois’s choice relevant to some subjective consequentialists:20
[Table 1]
From Lois’s point of view, while each friend is equally likely to answer the call, having Superman
arrive to save the day is better than having Clark Kent arrive. What should Lois do? Since no matter
what number Lois dials, the same person will show up, objective consequentialism implies that Lois
can dial either number. But that’s counterintuitive. Given that Lois thinks of Clark as a mere o ce
worker, calling Clark would be a mistake when she could call someone who’s more powerful than a
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locomotive. Subjective consequentialism rati es this intuition. Since by Lois’s lights Clark is a desk
jockey and Superman is faster than a speeding bullet, it’s better to call Superman than to call Clark.21
Clark arriving to save the day is metaphysically identical to Superman arriving. But they are
distinct outcomes for Lois because she regards them as distinct possibilities.

ese outcomes di er

only in how a particular presents itself to Lois — as an o ce worker in one case and as able to leap
tall buildings in a single bound in the other. Nevertheless, these merely presentational di erences —
di erences in how a particular presents itself to an agent — clearly have moral signi cance for many
subjective consequentialists since they explain why Lois should call Superman and not Clark Kent.
A second presentational di erence is particularly signi cant. Just as Clark and Superman are
identical, the referent of ‘I’, in my use, and the referent of ‘the actual author of this article’ (@AU)
are identical. And just as (merely epistemic) possibilities involving Superman can misleadingly
present themselves as involving only an o ce worker and not a superhuman alien, possibilities
involving @AU can misleadingly present themselves as involving only him and not me. For example,
I can entertain what thrilling turns my life might have taken had I not been the actual author of this
article. Likewise, I can imagine someone else, apparently distinct from me, writing it.
Now, if the presentational di erences between Lois’s Superman possibilities and her Clark
Kent possibilities can ground evaluative di erences, we cannot be surprised when the presentational
di erence between me myself and someone else (who happens to be me) also makes an evaluative
di erence. To illustrate, suppose that the local grocery store has selected you and several others to
win a month’s worth of groceries.

e prize merely compounds your luck: you are extremely well o ,

having bene ted from a generous inheritance. You line up in one of the two queues formed to
distribute the prizes. As you progress, only you and a woman in the adjacent queue remain. You are
then informed that, owing to a clerical error, only one prize is left. You wonder whether you or the
woman would bene t more from the prize. Because you are likely better o than her, you reason that
she would probably bene t more from receiving the prize. So you judge it better that she receives it
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and that you should, therefore, decline the prize. But, twist of fate, you failed to recognize yourself in
the mirror: you were her all along.
Prior to recognizing that you are the woman next to you, the kind of subjective
consequentialism that we are considering implies that the outcome where you receive the prize is
worse than the outcome where the woman receives it.

ese two outcomes are distinguished only

presentationally. In one, you are “presented to [your]self in a special and primitive way, in which
[you are] presented to no one else”, the so-called de se.22 In the other, you are presented to yourself
third-personally in the impersonal mode: you are presented as a stranger to yourself. Outcomes that
involve de se thought — “de se outcomes” — can therefore di er in value from metaphysically
identical outcomes presented di erently, just as Lois’s Clark Kent and Superman outcomes can di er.
Summing up, enacting agent-centered constraints in a consequentialist framework requires
representing di erences in agents’ points of view.

e standard recipe used by New School

consequentialists to mimic constraints represents an agent’s point of view in her distinctive evaluative
standards or in the reasons that she has to prefer certain outcomes to others. In contrast, forms of
subjective consequentialism like the one just presented represent an agent’s point of view in how the
potential e ects of her actions present themselves to her, not in her evaluative standards.
Presentational di erences, as we will see, reconcile agent-neutral consequentialism and constraints.

3.2 Private Outcomes
A view that I will now develop, called de se consequentialism, employs de se outcomes to reconcile
constraints and agent-neutral consequentialism, demonstrating that they are consistent, contra
Schroeder, Smith, Portmore, Brown, etc. It requires two assumptions. First, it requires assuming that
some outcomes involve de se thought, following discussion above. For example, when I drink in
order to quench my thirst, the outcome that I intend by drinking — namely, that I myself quench
my thirst — is necessarily de se or essentially indexical. Likewise, when deciding whether you will get
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the prize or whether the woman in the other line (who happens to be you) will get it, the rst
outcome is necessarily presented in the de se mode since that’s what distinguishes it from the
second.23
e second assumption is that de se thoughts are private. In de se thought, you are “presented
to [your]self in a special and primitive way, in which [you are] presented to no one else”.

is claim

is also widely assumed.24
If some outcomes involve de se thoughts and if all de se thoughts are private, then some
outcomes are private. For example, when Franz is deciding whether to kill or whether Hans and Jens
will kill, the outcome entertained by Franz where he himself kills is private. I’ll use ‘IF’ to represent
that outcome, distinguishing it from other presentationally-distinct outcomes where Franz kills, such
as F, the publicly-accessible third-personal counterpart of IF. Since an agent’s outcomes, as we’ve seen,
are partly a function of her thoughts and since only Franz is in a position to think his de se thoughts,
necessarily, IF is an outcome only for Franz.

is makes IF private.

IF is essentially de se or rst-personal; it is an outcome that only Franz can entertain. IF
contrasts with F which, as I’ll use it for the rest of the discussion, is an essentially third-personal
outcome. Just as entertaining IF requires thinking of Franz in a “special and primitive way” that only
Franz can, entertaining F requires entertaining an outcome not only where Franz kills but also where
Franz is represented as distinct from oneself. As a result, Franz cannot have F as an outcome unless
he is su ering from some kind of de se confusion.

e moment that confusion lifts, he loses F as an

outcome since, necessarily, that outcome represents Franz as a distinct agent or, as I put it earlier, “as
a stranger to himself ”.25
Outcomes’ privacy is weaker than it may seem in at least two ways. First, though your
outcomes are private, they nevertheless permit publicly accessible explanations of your actions.

is

claim follows from a more general observation about rst-personal thought. Even if it is essentially
private, I can still grasp the de se thought expressed by your utterance of “I am thirsty”. Perhaps I
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grasp it by implicitly grasping the rule that takes your utterance and its context to a Kaplanian
content; perhaps I grasp it through some other explanation. But whatever that explanation is, de se
thoughts are not totally inscrutable simply because they are private. By the same token, although de
se outcomes are private, they contribute to explanations of intentional action. For example, when
we’re trying to explain why Mark is drinking and I claim that it’s because he wants to quench his
thirst, then my claim does not fully capture the outcome that Mark desires. But it’s close enough that
we can ll in what’s missing using pragmatic means.
Second, that outcomes are private does not imply the absurd proposition that an action
a ects only its agent or anything of the sort.

at confusion rests on misunderstanding the meaning

of ‘outcome’ in this context. ‘Outcome’, as I’m using it, is a consequentialist term of art, denoting
the bearer of value on which an act’s rightness allegedly depends. As such, even if an action’s intended
outcome is private, its e ects need not be.
Private outcomes reconcile agent-neutral consequentialism and agent-centered constraints
because their imagined con ict relies on certain outcomes being public. For example, on the
standard view, the total set of outcomes in Schroeder’s scenario is {J, F, H, J&H, J&F, H&F}. Jens’s
perspective implies that H&F>J and Hans’s perspective implies that J&F>H. Because we’re assuming
that the outcome where Jens kills (J) in Jens’s choice set (that is, {J, H&F}) overlaps with one that
appears in Hans’s choice set (that is, {H, J&F}), two instances of the principle that more killing is
always worse — J>J&F and H>H&F — combine to yield a contradiction.26
We can derive a similar result more informally. Jens absolutely must not kill only if H&F>J.
A constraint on killing therefore implies that J is extremely bad. But if J is extremely bad, then,
plausibly, others should sometimes kill in order to avoid J, which straightforwardly con icts with a
constraint on killing. Because J is part of at least two di erent agents’ outcomes, assigning J the value
necessary for securing a deontic verdict for one agent may ensure the wrong deontic verdict for the
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other agent.

e contradiction falsely thought to demonstrate the inconsistency of agent-neutral

consequentialism and constraints thus depends on public outcomes.
De se consequentialism’s private outcomes, however, avoid this implication. Privacy limits
their deontic import to only the single individual whose de se thoughts constitute the outcome. For
example, because IF is only Franz’s outcome, only his actions are a ected by IF’’s value (or disvalue).
Because the deontic signi cance of de se outcomes is limited to a single agent, we can claim that IF is
very bad indeed without implying anything at all about what Jens or Hans should do (and similarly
for IH and IJ).
Accordingly, private outcomes let consequentialists mimic constraints. De se
consequentialism implies that Hans’s choice set is {IH, J&F}, Franz’s choice set is {IF, H&J}, and
Jens’s choice set is {IJ, F&H}, yielding a di erent total set from the standard interpretation of
Schroeder’s scenario: {IH, IJ, IF, H&J, H&F, J&F}. Critically, since de se outcomes are private, no de
se outcome where an agent herself kills is part of a di erent agent’s choice set. As a result, the total set
of outcomes {IH, IJ, IF, H&J, H&F, J&F} can be ordered to mimic a non-consequentialist
prohibition on killing just so long as the de se outcomes are the worst possible outcomes.

is

assumption yields the following ranking in terms of the agent-neutral better-than relation:
H&J=H&F=J&F > IH=IJ=IF.27 According to this ranking, Hans’s choice set {IH, J&F} implies that
Hans should not kill since J&F > IH and similarly for the rest.
To be clear, I have not yet justi ed ordering outcomes in this way. I’ve merely shown that de
se consequentialism lets us do so, thereby squaring constraints and agent-neutral value, which is the
paper’s main aim. Whether we can justify this ranking on independent grounds and whether de se
consequentialism is an independently attractive view are further questions, which I begin to address
below. But I want to be explicit that articulating de se consequentialism as I’ve just done, rebuts
Portmore, Schroeder, Brown, Smith, Nair, et al. since it establishes that agent-neutral
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consequentialism can be reconciled with constraints so it achieves the two aims set out in the
introduction.
Agent-centered constraints follow from de se consequentialism only given a certain axiology.
So the framework itself, apart from that axiology, implies nothing about our moral obligations and
permission. Nevertheless, the framework provides indirect support for agent-centered constraints by
suggesting how they amount to more than mere ‘rule-worship’. For example, if we concede that it’s
better that one is killed than that ve are, we are faced with a familiar challenge: why not kill the one?
Attempting to answer this question “leaves an ugly stigma.”28 De se consequentialists, however, can
dismiss the challenge by denying that it is better that I (myself ) kill one than that the ve are killed
by others. Furthermore, rather than countervailing evidence against the truth of consequentialism,
consequentialists can assert that the intuitive wrongness of killing one in order to save ve tracks the
badness of you yourself killing.

is allows them to conscript constraint-supporting intuitions as

evidence of de se value. Philosophers attracted to consequentializing, the project of reconciling
consequentialism and constraints, feel the pull of both consequentialism’s compellingness and of
their constraint-supporting intuitions. De se consequentialism matters because it shows that these
two claims do not pull in opposite directions. Rather, they pull towards accepting an axiology that
places special importance on the rst-person perspective.

4. De Se Consequentialism and its Competitors
4.1 Currying the Standard Recipe29
Contrasting de se consequentialism with agent-relative consequentialism highlights the former’s
appeal.

omas Hurka alludes to a subtle ambiguity when he describes the “concept of agent-relative

goodness, or what is good from a person’s point of view.”30 What’s good relative to an agent and what
is good from their point of view di er but can easily be confused. For example, if we meet for lunch,
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order. Or it might appear that we’re using an agent-relative concept, good-to-order-relative-to-X.
However, if it turns out that the waiter has handed me a menu with only soups on it and that he has
handed you one with only sandwiches on it, then what’s good to order from our di ering points of
view di ers, but that doesn’t entail that we have di erent conceptions of what’s good to order. We
needn’t be employing the concept good-to-order-relative-to-X. Rather, we can be thinking lucidly and
consonantly about what’s good to order relative to di erent menus.
e very same mechanism that explains our di erent lunch orders also allows agent-neutral
consequentialists to enact agent-centered constraints. New Schoolers assume that incorporating some
measure of agent-centering in consequentialism requires an agent-centered notion of value.

is

assumption is natural. After all, consequentialists characteristically understand rightness through
goodness. As a result, it’s natural to assume that mimicking an agent-centered notion of rightness
requires an agent-centered notion of goodness. But de se value relies on the inherent di erences
between agents’ points of view, particularly with respect to de se thought, to enact constraints.
Its mechanics are subtle.

is is so partly because, at a certain level of abstraction, de se

consequentialism and agent-relative consequentialism involve closely related formalisms.

e

standard recipe avoids contradiction in Schroeder’s scenario by distinguishing the evaluative relations
that H&F and J&F stand in, relative to Hans and Jens. Rather than implying the contradiction that
H&F>J&F and J&F>H&F, the standard recipe implies that H&F>JJ&F and J&F>HH&F. A process
known alternately as Currying or Schön nkelization entails that every distinction between relations,
like the standard recipe’s distinction in evaluative relations, is logically equivalent to a distinction in
their relata, like de se consequentialism’s distinction between outcomes like IF and F. For example, we
might say that the silver medalist exempli es two, distinct monadic properties: being-next-to-thegold-medalist and being-next-to-the-bronze-medalist. Currying o ers an equivalent description. We
could instead claim that the silver medalist stands in two instances of the same binary property being-
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and I order a soup and you order a sandwich, it might appear that we disagree about what’s good to

next-to: once by being next to the gold medalist and again by being next to the bronze medalist.
Currying shows that these two descriptions are logically equivalent: necessarily, you stand in the ‘next
to’ relation to the gold medalist i

you satisfy the monadic property of being-next-to-the-gold-

medalist. Currying the standard recipe distinguishes a particular killing as it appears as Jens’s
outcome from how it appears as Hans’s outcome rather than distinguishing Jens and Hans’s
evaluative standards.
To mimic constraints, consequentialists must hold that “the amount of value a state of a airs
has [varies] from agent to agent.”31 Currying limits what we can vary. In particular, since what an
agent should do is a strict function of which of her available outcomes is best, to mimic constraints we
either have to make available outcomes agent-centered or we have to make what’s best agentcentered. While the standard recipe makes what’s best agent-centered, de se consequentialism o ers a
natural and independently motivated account of outcomes that are, in a certain sense, agentcentered. In other words, agent-relative consequentialism varies the value associated with a state of
a airs by varying the function from states of a airs to values from agent to agent. De se
consequentialism, by contrast, varies the outcome associated with that state of a airs from agent to
agent.

us, the main di erence between the two is that the former makes the evaluation of an

outcome agent-relative whereas the latter makes the outcome itself agent-relative.
While perhaps formally trivial, this di erence is philosophically substantive. Agent-relative
consequentialism’s main challenge, as we’ve seen, is squaring agent-relative goodness with the
‘compelling’ consequentialist idea that it’s never wrong to do what’s best. De se consequentialism, in
contrast, does not make evaluation agent-relative. It makes what’s evaluated agent-relative. So it uses
‘good’ in the sense expressed by the compelling consequentialist thought that it’s never wrong to do
what’s best.
As a result, de se consequentialism does not involve a novel kind of value. It involves only a
novel value bearer. My invitation to consider the value associated with the rst-person perspective
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may decline the invitation, but not because the value allegedly exhibited by equality is unintelligible.
Utilitarians simply doubt that equality has familiar, intelligible agent-neutral value. Similarly, when I
claim that de se killings are worse than their third-personal counterparts, I mean that the di erence
makes the former worse in the familiar way that other bad-making features do. Worries about
intelligibility, such as those that a ict >X do not apply to de se consequentialism.
Moreover, de se consequentialism’s sensitivity to presentational di erences is a considerable
advantage over agent-relative consequentialism in cases of de se or indexical confusion, such as the
grocery case above. For example, forms of consequentialism imply that you should give away the
grocery prize only if they recognize a di erence between you getting the prize and the woman in the
other queue (who happens to be you) getting the prize. But once we recognize that di erence, we no
longer need agent-relative value to reconcile consequentialism and constraints, as I’ve shown above.
Nevertheless, de se consequentialism’s advantage in vindicating the compelling
consequentialist thought that you may always do what’s best can be doubted.32

at thought is

compelling partly because when something is agent-neutrally best, then it’s best in a public or nonparochial way. However, if some outcomes are private, then their value, it might be thought, is
private. So even if de se consequentialism complies with the letter of the compelling thought, it
might seem to violate its spirit.
is impression is misleading. For example, your qualitative experience of your own
happiness may be private or inaccessible to me. But that does not diminish its authority over what I
should do in a utilitarian account of moral obligation.

ough your experience of happiness is

private, the authority of its value is public. Likewise, though a de se outcome is accessible only to its
agent, the outcome is not good or bad only for her. It is good or bad in a public, agent-neutral way.
Outcomes’ privacy, however, is incompatible with a second appealing feature of
consequentialism, beyond the compelling thought.33 Consequentialism is appealing for social policy
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thus resembles an egalitarian’s invitation to consider the (agent-neutral) value of equality. Utilitarians

outcomes are outcomes only for me, then their value cannot be straightforwardly aggregated from
the policy-maker’s point of view: from that perspective, your de se outcome is a third-personal
outcome. As a result, de se value ‘disappears’ when considered from a third-personal point of view.
e special value of the

rst person perspective cannot, therefore, be part of policy or public

decision-making.
is concern is a feature of constraints themselves, not of de se consequentialism per se. On a
simple deontological framework, the wrongness of my killing matters to my decision making in a
way that it doesn’t matter to your decision making and vice versa.

us, this shortcoming appears to

be inherent to constraints themselves, a icting any way of enacting them, not just de se
consequentialism’s particular method of doing so.
Finally, de se consequentialism might seem to violate the spirit of the compelling thought in a
di erent sense. Following Scanlon buck-passing analysis of value, suppose that, necessarily,
something is agent-neutrally bad just when there is su cient agent-neutral reason to disvalue it.34
Following Schroeder, suppose that, necessarily, there is su cient agent-neutral reason to disvalue
something just when there is su cient reason for anyone to disvalue it.35

us, if the outcome where

I kill has de se (dis)value, then everyone has a reason to disvalue me myself killing. And that’s very
odd if only I can think the thoughts involved in that outcome.
While odd, this implication is not fatal. Although the de se (dis)value of me myself killing
gives a reason for anyone to disvalue that outcome, only I am in a position to act on it.36

e

outcome falls under the sphere of my agency and no one else’s. Insofar as the implication is odd, it is
benign.
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work because it o ers a simple way for value to be added up across persons. However, if my de se

oughts, Centered Worlds, and Properties

ere are, in principle, as many ways to Curry the standard recipe as there are ways of individuating
outcomes by agents. For example, Campbell Brown and Jamie Dreier each explore mimicking
constraints by distributing value over centered worlds or properties, which David Lewis uses to
model de se content.37 Yet I’ve chosen to Curry the standard recipe using de se thoughts, without
mention of centered worlds or properties. It’s natural to wonder whether that choice is sound.
While centered worlds or properties help make de se thought formally tractable, they obscure
de se consequentialism’s most important feature: private outcomes. As we’ve just seen, de se
consequentialism can mimic constraints only because some of its outcomes are private.

eir privacy

follows from the assumption that some outcomes are de se thoughts and that all de se thoughts are
private. Once we understand how some outcomes involve de se thoughts, private outcomes follow
naturally.
Rather than distinguishing directly between rst- and third-personal thoughts, we could
instead distinguish between ordered pairs taken to represent those thoughts, as Jamie Dreier does,
following Lewis. However, while this paper owes much to Dreier’s work, applying this approach to
the project of consequentializing is more hindrance than help. Some (principally Herman Cappelen
& Josh Dever and Ofra Magidor) have o ered potent criticisms of that approach.

ese criticisms

suggest that Lewis’s account relies not only on centered worlds or properties but also on an allegedly
cryptic and unreduced notion of self-predication.38
To see this, suppose for reductio that if agent x predicates property F of x, she self-predicates F.
Now suppose that Heimson is deceived about his own beliefs. Although he believes that he’s Hume,
the cognitive dissonance of that false belief has put Heimson in denial. As a result, Heimson does not
believe that he himself believes that he’s Hume. If H is Heimson’s set of beliefs then a Lewisian
centered worlds approach seems to imply that:
"# {<w,x>: w ! [Heimson believes that he is Hume] and x=Heimson} $ H
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4.2 De Se

turban. Heimson recognizes the turban from the well-known portrait of Hume.

e man must have

chosen to don the turban, Heimson reasons, because the man thinks that he’s Hume. Hence:
&# {<w,x>: w ! [He believes that he is Hume] and x=Heimson} ' H
However, Heimson fails to notice that he’s looking at his own turbaned re ection.

e stranger is

Heimson himself. Since ‘He’ in (2) refers to Heimson, (1) and (2) are inconsistent. So we must reject
one or recognize a di erence between merely predicating a property of oneself and self-predicating
it.39 As Liao puts it, “there seems to be a fundamental conceptual distinction between ascribing
properties to oneself and ascribing properties to an individual possessing a unique and exhaustive list
of non-trivial properties.”40
is challenge suggests that working only with centered contents, at least as they are
conventionally understood, fails to capture the nuances of de se belief. And since private outcomes
depend on the nuances of de se belief, employing centered worlds to model the outcomes involved in
consequentialism at best obfuscates how to reconcile consequentialism and constraints. At worst, it
fails to reconcile them altogether.
Indeed, seemingly because of this obfuscation, Campbell Brown is misled into denying that
constraints and consequentialism are consistent. He begins by assuming that the outcome of an
action is an entire world.41

en, to explore agent-relativity, he pairs worlds with individuals. He

writes, “If the centered worlds <x, i> and <y, j> are centered on di erent people (i.e., if i≠j) then they
make no di erence to whether [a theory of what’s right maximizes value]”.42

at’s true:

individuating outcomes by individuals does not, all by itself, reconcile consequentialism and
constraints. After all, regardless of how we evaluate things, some set of centered worlds will have
maximal disvalue and, other things equal, the consequentialist theory will permit agents to kill in
order to avoid them. Only if the very worst outcomes are private, as de se thoughts are, can we be
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One day he sees a handsome stranger in line at the grocery store wearing a dashing pink velvet

obscures their privacy, which is what misleads Brown.
He concludes his discussion of centered worlds with the following re ection:

is way of trying to accommodate agent-relative theories within consequentialism
therefore fails. To be clear, I do not claim that agent-relative views are incoherent. I
claim only that they are incompatible with the view that there is a single thing, the
good, that we all ought to maximize. Such views are better thought of as saying that
there are many things that ought to be maximized, a di erent one for each of us.43
Brown is, as I’ve just argued, mistaken to claim that views like de se consequentialism are
“incompatible with the view that there is a single thing, the good, that we all ought to maximize”.
Moreover, his claim that “such views are better thought of as saying that there are many things that
ought to be maximized, a di erent one for each of us” is ambiguous. De se consequentialism is not
“better thought of as saying that there are many [kinds of value] that ought to be maximized, a
di erent [value] for each of us.” Its key claim is “that there are many [sets of outcomes whose value]
ought to be maximized, a di erent [set] for each of us.”
In sum, de se consequentialism achieves constraints by varying outcomes between individuals,
not by varying kinds of value. De se consequentialism is thus best understood as the view that the
absolute, agent-neutrally worst thing, to which all other outcomes are preferable, is a de se killing.
But your de se killings are never my outcomes nor vice versa.
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sure that we’ll never have to kill in order to avoid them. But thinking of outcomes as centered worlds

5. De Se Value
5.1 For all agents X, X>IX
De se consequentialism relies on what I’ll call ‘de se value’ to enact a constraint on killing, which is
ordinary, agent-neutral value (or disvalue), grounded in what’s distinctive about

rst-personal

thoughts about killing. We can make its role vivid by adding the perspective of a bystander to
Schroeder’s case of Hans, Franz, and Jens. Suppose that Klaus is watching the other three bicker
about who’s going to get their hands dirty. We’re assuming that every killing is bad. Accordingly,
from Klaus’s perspective, Jens killing one is better than Hans and Franz killing two, and mutatis
mutandis for the rest. Klaus’s perspective suggests, quite intuitively, that H=J=F > H&J=H&F=J&F.
However, if we assume that H&J=H&F=J&F > IH=IJ=IF to mimic constraint on killing, transitivity
implies that H=J=F > IH=IJ=IF, from which we can extrapolate that for all agents X, X>IX — that is,
de se killings are worse than their third-personal counterparts. I’ll focus on this implication for the
rest of the paper.44
De se value might initially seem puzzling: that an outcome’s presentation can make it worse is
odd. But this oddness o ers no objection to de se consequentialism.

at’s because I’m not relying on

pre-theoretically plausible axiological claims to justify an absolute constraint on killing in the way
that we might justify a particular policy by the number of people it helps. Rather, the order of
explanation is the opposite: I’m showing what a constraint on killing entails about the structure of
value in an agent-neutral consequentialist framework. Consequently, de se consequentialists might
agree that de se value is odd but insist that the evidence for agent-neutral consequentialism is so great
and that the intuitive force of a constraint on killing is so strong that de se value is worth embracing
as a genuine moral discovery, regardless of how puzzling it may seem.
As a result, I don’t need to show that de se value is an independently plausible axiological
posit. I need only to show that it is coherent. However, one could reasonably suspect otherwise,
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to it:

"# X and IX represent the same metaphysical possibility.
&#

e normative supervenes on the non-normative.

(# If X and IX represent the same metaphysical possibility, they are non-normatively alike.
)# (MP1-3, 2)

erefore, X and IX are normatively alike, so de se value violates supervenience.

I’ve stipulated (1) and I assume (2), so I’ll rebut the Supervenience Argument by showing how (3)
mischaracterizes outcomes, at least as the de se consequentialist understands them.

5.2 Representation and Supervenience
It’s natural to assume that evaluative di erences between outcomes wholly supervene on di erences
between the metaphysical possibilities that they represent. But that’s false: Lois Lane’s Superman
outcomes di er from her Clark Kent outcomes while being metaphysically identical to them. Hence,
it’s a mistake to treat outcomes simply as proxies for metaphysical possibilities. Treating them as
proxies collapses subjective consequentialism into objective consequentialism.
An analogy helps to diagnose the mistake behind the Supervenience Argument. It is natural
to think of, for example, @AU and I@AU as two di erent vistas on the same landscape. One vista
might provide a better view than the other, but that doesn’t make the landscape any more beautiful.
Likewise, it’s tempting to think that though the moral repugnance of a killing may be more vivid
from a rst-personal standpoint, that doesn’t make the killing itself any more repugnant.
But de se consequentialists don’t conceive of outcomes in this way. Outcomes — an act’s
foreseeable e ects — themselves are the bearers of deontically-relevant value, not the states of a airs
that they represent. Normative supervenience therefore implies that evaluative di erences between
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particularly given an initially compelling argument that I call the Supervenience Argument. According

outcomes represent.

us, because outcomes are evaluatively signi cant in their own right, a more

appropriate analogy is thinking of @AU and I@AU as two paintings of the same landscape that di er
in value because one is beautiful and one is ugly. Evaluative di erences between paintings do not
supervene on what those paintings represent. It is clearly a mistake to think that two paintings di er
in their degree of beauty only if they di er in what they depict. Although paintings are
representations, their value is at least partly independent from what they represent. If expected
outcomes are like paintings in this respect, it’s also a mistake to think that outcomes’ evaluative
properties supervene on what they represent.
us, premise (3) of the Supervenience Argument is false. Normative supervenience is
consistent with de se value. For example, the state of a airs where Clark Kent arrives on the scene is
identical to the one where Superman arrives. Nevertheless, the outcome corresponding to the second
state of a airs exempli es a property that the rst lacks: the second is an outcome where it’s likely
that the world is saved, relative to Lois’s information.

is epistemic property — being such that it’s

likely that the world is saved — is not a property of the state of a airs that both outcomes represent
since the outcomes di er relative to this epistemic property while representing the same state of
a airs. Rather, it’s a descriptive property of the outcome in its own right, qua representation, that
makes a considerable di erence to its value.

e property of being de se is similar: a descriptive

property of an outcome that a ects its value.
e analogy between paintings and de se outcomes has limits.
beautiful things and beautiful paintings of ugly things.

ere are ugly paintings of

e analogy thus suggests an unconstrained

relationship between an outcome and the corresponding event or state-of-a airs. But an analogous
decoupling of the value of an outcome from the value of the corresponding event is unappealing;
surely the value of the outcome is at least partly a function of the value of the event.
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outcomes necessitate non-evaluative di erences between outcomes, not in the states that those

referring representations can di er evaluatively because a particular kind of goodness, good will,
depends on presentational di erences like those on which de se consequentialism relies.45 According
to Arpaly and Schroeder, “complete good will is an intrinsic desire for the right or good, correctly
conceptualized.”46

is account straightforwardly implies that two representational states (in this case,

desires) can vary in value (particularly, in their quality of will) while representing the same state. For
example, the desires of an alien who nds the ring of c- bers very unpleasant, like ngernails
scraping over a chalkboard, will involve the same state of a airs as the desires of a pure-hearted
altruist who abhors seeing people in pain. However, only the altruist’s actions exemplify good will:
when the alien is moved to alleviate someone's su ering, the alien’s deployment of the concept c- ber
ring does not ‘correctly conceptualize’ the su ering.

e quality of the alien’s will is thus worse than

the altruist’s, though both are moved by desires that di er only in how they present a given state.
However, the alien’s actions do not merit praise because of this di erence.
De se consequentialism is similar: simply swap ‘good will’ with ‘de se (dis)value’ and swap
‘merits praise’ with ‘is right’. Arpaly and Schroeder hold that some acts di er in their
praiseworthiness based only on di erences in good will grounded in presentational di erences
between desires. De se consequentialism holds the analogous position that some acts di er in their
rightness based only on di erences in de se value grounded in presentational di erences between
outcomes.

e value of an outcome is, therefore, still closely related to what it represents: only

outcomes associated with constraints can exhibit de se value, which can only intensify the badness of
a killing.

e link between an outcome’s value and of the corresponding state is far more closely

linked than the beauty of a painting and of what it represents.
is analogy between good will and de se value is no coincidence. Julia Driver also nds a
structural similarity between subjective consequentialism and Kantian ethics. She writes,
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A second analogy is helpful here. Nomy Arpaly and Timothy Schroeder argue that co-

Subjective forms of consequentialism are also internalist in the same way the Kantian system
is, since on one version of subjective consequentialism, for example, right action is de ned in
terms of expected consequences, and on this version of the subjective view a virtue would be
a disposition to act so as to maximize expected good or to try to maximize the good. Across
this parameter, then, subjective consequentialism and Kantian ethics are the same sort of
ethical theory, whereas subjective and objective consequentialism are radically di erent, as
they locate the source of value very di erently.47

Driver’s observation bears repeating. Kantianism and various subjective consequentialisms, such as de
se consequentialism, share a deep and relatively neglected similarity; they explain facts about moral
rightness by facts about the moral signi cance of certain internal mental states.48 Given this
resemblance, it is no wonder that de se consequentialism exhibits features characteristic of nonconsequentialist views like Kantianism, such as constraints.

e main di erence between subjective

consequentialism and Kantianism lies in consequentialism’s telic nature. Whether an agent does
what’s right, according to subjective consequentialists, it is associated with the right outcome — or,
equivalently, whether the agent has the right telic state — not on other states such as the ‘maxim’ of
their action.

6 Fault Lines in Ethical

eory

6.1 Companions in Guilt
De se consequentialism is noteworthy not just for consequentialists sympathetic to constraints, but
also for anyone interested in what we can call, following Shyam Nair, the fault lines that divide
various positions in ethics.49 For example, in his in uential “Structures of Normative

eories” and

in subsequent work, Jamie Dreier defends the claim, which I have defended here, that the agent-
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neutral/agent-relative distinction is orthogonal to the consequentialist/non-consequentialist
distinction: accepting agent-relativity in ethics does not require rejecting consequentialism. However,
this claim might be taken to diminish the importance of the agent-neutral/agent-relative distinction,
which, philosophers largely agree, is one of the “greatest contributions of recent ethics.”50 So it’s
worth asking whether constraints trace a genuine fault line in ethics. I will argue that they do, just
not the fault line between consequentialism and non-consequentialism.
I’ll focus in this nal section on identifying and defending one claim in particular: that
claims expressing agent-centered constraints typically — perhaps necessarily — involve indexical
terms, particularly ‘I’. Doing so shows that de se value is noteworthy not only because it grounds a
consequentialist account of constraints, explaining why they might amount to more than mere ‘ruleworship’. It also illuminates how any moral theory that posits constraints thereby attributes moral
signi cance to di erences like the one between rst- and third-personal thought. As we will see,
drawing out the essential indexicality of many agent-centered constraints supports Stephen Darwall
distinction between ethical theories that start from the ‘point of view of the universe’ and those that
start from the agent’s point of view — or, as he puts it, theories that start from the ‘inside-out’ and
those that start from the ‘outside-in’.
is fault line merits attention not only for its own sake but also because it provides a
‘companions in guilt’ defense of de se value. De se value is at least prima facie puzzling. But it is
merely the consequentialist aspect of the puzzle that agent-centered constraints pose for any ethical
theory, whether consequentialist or not. Moral theories, as we’ll now see, seem to require attributing
moral signi cance to what I’ve been calling presentational di erences to enact constraints. Insofar as
de se value is odd, therefore, that’s only because agent-centered constraints are odd.

e oddity of de

se value o ers an argument against constraints themselves, not their expression in de se
consequentialism.
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consequentialism, express constraints as follows:51
"# It is always wrong to kill.
&#

ere is never most reason to kill.

Neither claim explicitly mentions an agent.

is is essential, for one important role of constraints is

to o er practical or deliberative guidance about how to act. However, stating (1) with an agent, as in
(3) below, undercuts its practical guidance:
3. It is always wrong that anyone kills.
For example, in cases like Ma a, it is certain that someone will kill. Consequently, (3) o ers no
practical guidance on whether to kill in Ma a since killing is unavoidable. In contrast, (1) tells us
what to do: not kill, even if someone else will. Similarly for (2). As a special case of (3), (4) also fails
to play constraints’ practical role:
4. It is always wrong for @AU to kill/ that @AU kills.
I’ve introduced ‘@AU’ as a name for me, the actual author of the article. As such, it’s natural to
suppose that a constraint on killing, as it applies to me, is captured by something like (4). But (4)
omits the rst-person, making it susceptible to de se confusion, such as when I doubt that I’m @AU,
undercutting (4)’s practical guidance.52 For example, suppose that I accept (4), that it is always
wrong for @AU to kill. But suppose that I don’t know that I am @AU. When faced with an apparent
choice between killing someone or having @AU kill them and I doubt that I am @AU, I will infer
that I may kill since it is always wrong that @AU kills, which is inconsistent with a constraint on
killing.
e di erence is that (1) and (2), in contrast to (3) and (4), use a non- nite clause, namely,
‘to kill’.53 Non- nite clauses in environments like (1) and (2) tacitly involve rst-personal thought by
covertly expressing a generic rst-personal pronoun tied to the de se, making them equivalent to ‘it is
always wrong that you yourself kill’ and ‘there is always most reason that you yourself not kill’.54
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Deontological and reasons-based ethical frameworks, which are often taken as competitors to

to see you again’, as uttered by me, expresses that it is good that I myself see you again. Consequently,
as others have noted, deontological and reasons-based theories don’t incorporate agent-centered
restrictions simply because of their apparent focus on actions.56 Rather, (1) and (2) are agentcentered because they incorporate a covert indexical element tied to the rst person.

at is, what

makes these restrictions agent-centered is that they’re essentially indexical.
With (1) and (2)’s covert de se sense made explicit, we’re in a better position to appreciate a
deep similarity between the three accounts of agent-centered constraints:
5. De Se Consequentialist: It is always the worst outcome [that you yourself kill].
6. Conventional Deontology: It is always wrong [that you yourself kill].
7. Reasons-Based:

ere is never most reason [that you yourself kill].

e three approaches are distinguished only by the normative property or concept that each
privileges: value for consequentialists, norms or rules for deontologists, and reasons for the third.
Each enacts the agent-centered constraint on killing by associating maximal negative moral status
(e.g., ‘always worst’, ‘always wrong’, ‘always most reason to not’) with a clause that requires a rstpersonal reading.
As a result, each faces the uncomfortable questions that may make de se value seem odd. In
particular, if morality applies to each agent impartially, why should an agent attribute special moral
signi cance to her killings? For example, (6) attributes wrongness only to killings that you yourself
perform. Likewise, (7) implies that your killings are uniquely disfavored by the normative reasons
that matter.

ese implications are puzzling because they indicate a profound and obscure moral

asymmetry between oneself and others, which con icts with morality’s apparent impartiality. But the
con ict is rooted in the nature of constraints, not in the moral theories themselves.
De se value is, therefore, the species of a genus. A wide range of moral theories attribute
special moral signi cance to rst-personal thoughts in order to enact action-guiding constraints.
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a general feature of to-clauses embedded under null grammatical subjects.55 For example, ‘It is good

Consequentialists argue that value exhausts moral signi cance. As a result, consequentialists attribute
a novel kind of value to these thoughts, de se value. But de se value is not clearly more implausible
than these other ways of interpreting the moral signi cance of the de se through special reasons or
special rules.
So it seems that regardless of whether we enact constraints through reasons, rules or value, we
must understand them indexically which helps explain observations that others have made about
their logical structure. Agent-centered constraints seem to possess a distinctive distribution of agentreferring variables.57

e idea that agent-centered constraints are essentially indexical builds on this

variable-based account in at least two ways. First, it shows that having the appropriate agent-referring
variables is necessary but not su cient for being agent-centered; the referents of those variables must
be understood rst-personally or be undermined by cases of de se confusion. Second, the essential
indexicality of some agent-centered constraints explains why such rules are uni ed by that particular
distribution of variables: that distribution is necessary for the rule to be understood rst-personally,
which is necessary for interpreting it as an agent-centered constraint.

6.2 Ethics from the Inside-Out

Two points from the preceding discussion merit particular attention. First, enacting constraints
requires the kind of information that appears only from the agent’s point of view; it is therefore the
universe’s point of view, often assumed by consequentialists, that is incompatible with constraints,
not consequentialism itself.
Second, more complex (but no less consequentialist) forms of consequentialism, like some
subjective ones, allow constraints when they take the agent’s point of view. Normative concepts like
good are, therefore, more plastic than theorists typically suppose. A given ethical theory’s rst-order
permissions and prohibitions are shaped more by its point of view than by its preferred avour of
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normativity.

us, the traditional fault lines between ethical theories traced by their privileged

normative concept (rights, goodness, virtuous character, reasons, etc.) may not carve at the most
central ethical joints. Class ethical theories by whether they adopt the agent’s point of view or
whether they adopt what has been called, variously, Sidgwick’s “point of view of the universe”,
Nagel’s “point of view of nowhere”, or Williams’ “absolute conception of the world” cuts at a deeper
joint.
A distinct route leads Stephen Darwall to a similar conclusion. He traces a fault line between
ethical theories that start from the ‘outside-in’ and those that start from the ‘inside-out’, writing:

To put it in a rough and preliminary way, moral integrity involves a person’s guiding his life
by his own moral judgment, properly understood, and the fundamental responsibility of the
moral life is the maintenance of integrity, so conceived. Instead of beginning outside the
moral agent with a view about states of a airs that are intrinsically worthy of promotion, the
alternative begins inside the moral agent with a view about moral character and integrity.

e

rationale for agent-centered restrictions is itself agent-centered.58

Darwall’s point is this. Some values don’t appear in states of a airs, considered apart from the point
of view of particular agents.59 If we start theorizing about morality using only those states of a airs,
and we are willing to recognize no values apart from those that appear in them — if we theorize
about morality “from the outside-in”, as Darwall puts it — then values that are visible only to agents,
like integrity, seem puzzling. For example, if we start theorizing about a painting’s beauty without the
painting itself or a photo of it, but rather with a (very long) numerical readout specifying the
location and velocity of each particle that makes up the painting, it’s going to be very di cult,
perhaps impossible, to judge whether the painting is beautiful using only the readout.

e painting’s

beauty won’t appear when approaching it from the ‘outside-in’. Rather, we must behold the painting
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with our own eyes, from our own perspective, to apprehend its beauty.

e same holds true for de se

value as a kind of moral ugliness. De se value does not appear when we examine what de se thoughts
represent. It emerges only when we think the thoughts themselves. So it makes a great di erence
whether ethical theorizing starts from the point of view of the universe, which excludes or prescinds
from indexical thought, or from the point of view of a particular agent, which is constituted by it.
Objective consequentialism is a paradigmatically ‘outside-in’ approach to ethics. It limits
itself to only those evaluative features that belong intrinsically to states of a airs. If Darwall is right,
those features cannot provide a rationale for agent-centered constraints; we cannot justify constraints
if we begin theorizing from the point of view of the universe and begin thinking about value from
the ‘outside-in’.
Consequently, to vindicate constraints we must approach them from the ‘inside-out’, and
exploit indexical features that appear only from an agent’s point of view. As I’ve argued, it should be
unsurprising, then, that capturing constraints using outcomes requires positing evaluative features of
outcomes that are not evaluative features of the states that those outcomes represent. Since
representations mediate agents’ engagement with the world, constituting their point of view on it, it
is natural to exploit, for example, beauty, an evaluative feature characteristic of representations, to
explain agent-centered constraints from the ‘inside-out’.
Recognizing this fault line is especially important because it explains the mistaken insistence
that consequentialism is incompatible with constraints. If we assume that every consequentialist
theory is an outside-in theory, then constraints and consequentialism are indeed incompatible;
constraints appear only from the inside-out. But consequentialism is not essentially an outside-in
approach. If we begin consequentialist theorizing from the agent’s point of view, in the manner of
subjective consequentialism and of de se consequentialism in particular, then a consequentialist
justi cation for something like agent-centered constraints is achievable through de se value.
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Nevertheless, an apparent tension divides de se value and the axiology that standardly
underpins consequentialism, which often regards value as, roughly, what’s desirable ‘from the point
of view of the universe’ or from the outside-in.60 ‘

e point of view of the universe’ o ers an

appealing perspective on value because it xes a standard of correctness or objectivity for evaluation.
Objectivity might thus seem essential to agent-neutral value. Correspondingly, because de se value is
invisible from that point of view, its objectivity might be doubted. And if de se value lacks objectivity,
it might seem like a merely covert form of agent-relative value.
De se consequentialists can respond by appealing to an ancient source of objectivity in ethics:
the phronimos or practically wise agent. One standard formulation of virtue ethics holds, very
roughly, that you should act in some way just when and because the phronimos would act that way in
your position. Practical wisdom provides the objective standard against which an act’s rightness is
judged. We can extend that standard to ground de se value’s objectivity by holding that one outcome
is agent-neutrally better than another just when and because the phronimos would prefer the rst to
the second, were she (per impossible) in your shoes and knew only as much as you do now. To be
sure, response-dependent accounts of value like this face well-known challenges, such as the
Euthyphro. But these challenges are no more daunting than the challenge of explicating what ‘the
point of view of the universe’ is. Consequently, de se consequentialists can vindicate the objectivity of
de se value by grounding that value in the point of view of a privileged agent, rather than that of a
universe.

7. Conclusion
De se consequentialism employs agent-neutral value and agent-centered outcomes to enact
constraints. Consequently, it provides a counterexample to the claim that “rankings of outcomes will
need to be agent-relative […] in order to consequentialize certain non-consequentialist theories.” To
enact constraints, de se consequentialism implies that some de se outcomes are worse than their third-
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personal counterparts.

is may seem puzzling. Nevertheless, I have argued that it is no more

surprising than parallel implications from competing non-consequentialist theories and that it has
precedent in a familiar evaluative property, beauty.
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Table 1

Expected Effects ▷

Superman arrives to save the Clark arrives to save the day.
day.

————————
Actions▽
Lois dials

(1) 10 utility at 99%

Superman’s number

(3) 1 utility at 1% likelihood =

likelihood = 9.9 value.

Lois dials Clark

.01 value.

(2) 10 utility at 1%

Kent’s number

(4) 1 utility at 99% likelihood

likelihood = .1 value.

=.99 value.

Caption: Lois Lane’s Choice
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